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Get ready to create your first complete 2D-based role-playing game using Visual Basic 6.0. If you have experience using Visual Basic, you already have the essential skills that you need. You will learn, step by step, how to construct each part of an RPG game using DirectX components such as Direct3D. As you work your way through the book, you will write short programs that demonstrate the major topics in each chapter. Dive into the exciting world of game programming, learn how to write your own code, and take complete creative control over how your game operates. Let your imagination loose as you create amazing new adventures!     

       About the Author

Jonathan S. Harbour has been an avid gamer and programmer for 18 years, having started with early PCs like the Commodore PET and Tandy 1000. In 1997, he earned a Bachelor's degree in Computer Information Systems, and then spent eight years working as a professional programmer before accepting a position on the faculty at University of Advancing Technology where he teaches game programming and software engineering courses. Jonathan has authored many other books about game programming and video game systems, including the recent Gadget Geek's Guide to Your Xbox 360 and Beginning Java 5 Game Programming. He maintains a Web site at http://www.jharbour.com with news and online discussion forums. Jonathan lives in the Arizona desert with his wife, Jennifer, and children, Jeremiah, Kayleigh, Kaitlyn, and Kourtney.
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Network Backup with Bacula [How-to]Packt Publishing, 2012

	In the data-centered world, backup and duplication is an important factor that keeps your computer network fail-safe and healthy. Backup solutions allow you to quickly recover from power failures, damaged hardware and hacker attacks.


	"Network Backup with Bacula" is a practical guide to setting up the Bacula backup system...
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Microsoft Windows Internals, Fourth Edition: Microsoft Windows Server(TM) 2003, Windows XP, and Windows 2000 (Pro-Developer)Microsoft Press, 2004
The premier guide to the Windows kernel now covers Windows Server 2003, Windows  XP, and Windows 2000, including 64-bit extensions. Get the architectural  perspectives and insider insights needed to unlock the power of Windows.

The classic, in-depth developer's guide to the Windows kernel now covers Windows .NET Server 2003, Windows XP,...
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Mimetic Discretization MethodsCRC Press, 2013

	To help solve physical and engineering problems, mimetic or compatible algebraic discretization methods employ discrete constructs to mimic the continuous identities and theorems found in vector calculus. Mimetic Discretization Methods focuses on the recent mimetic discretization method co-developed by the first author. Based...
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EthnobiologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	The single comprehensive treatment of the field, from the leading members of the Society of Ethnobiology


	The field of ethnobiology—the study of relationships between particular ethnic groups and their native plants and animals—has grown very rapidly in recent years, spawning numerous subfields. Ethnobiological research...
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Building Applications with iBeacon: Proximity and Location Services with Bluetooth Low EnergyO'Reilly, 2014

	
		High-precision location information is increasingly useful for mobile application developers, since it allows devices to interact with the world around them. This practical book shows you how to achieve arm’s reach accuracy with iBeacons, simple transmitters that enable your applications to react to nearby surroundings and then...
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Materialized Views: Techniques, Implementations, and ApplicationsMIT Press, 1999

	Materialized views have recently seen a renewed interest in the research and commercial communitites
	because of their applications in warehousing, retailing, billing, visualization, integrity constraints,
	query optimization, and decision support. All leading database vendors are currently
	implementing in their systems materialized views...
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